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Which sentence contains the correct homophone? Select one ...
www.weegy.com/?ConversationId=N3BR054S
Which sentence contains the correct homophone? Select one of the options below as
your answer: A. Edward has been sitting idyl since morning.

In which sentence is a homophone used …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110401163949AApgdjJ
Apr 01, 2011 · The correct homophone is used in this sentence:Lindsey rode her
bicycle over to there house. true or False? Discover Questions.

Use homophone in a sentence | homophone sentence …
sentence.yourdictionary.com/homophone
Homophone Sentence Examples. Choose the correct homophone to fill in the gap in
each sentence. Homophone tasks recruited semantic memory access. Homophone …

In Which Sentence Is a Homophone Used Correctly? - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Arts and Humanities › Books and Literature
In Which Sentence Is a Homophone Used Correctly? Answer. ... Which One of the
Following Sentences Contains a Spelling Error?

Practicing Homophones - School Specialty—Literacy and ...
eps.schoolspecialty.com/.../read_write_think/practicing_homophones.pdf · PDF file
Learning Notes This Spelling & Phonics lesson pack contains six exercises on using
homophones in ... Correct Homophone From ... sentence with correct homophone…

In which sentence is the homonym used …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080927074945AAXVxeP
Resolved · Last updated: Sep 27, 2008 · 3 posts · First post: Sep 27, 2008
Sep 27, 2008 · New is used correctly. Fleas is used wrong. ... Sentence 2 is correct.
THERE'S is the correct homonym to use in this case. 5 years ago; Report Abuse; …

swankivy.com - writing page - essays - language test ...
swankivy.com/writing/essays/info/languagetest/22.html
22. Which sentence is the only one that contains a correctly used homophone? A. I
was pouring over the notes all night. B. The tow-headed child was adorable.

Mistakes in Homophones - About.com English as 2nd Language
esl.about.com/od/Find-the-Mistake/a/Find-The-Mistake-Homophone...
Each sentence contains one mistake in the usage of a common homophone. ... Click
on the next page to see the correct answers. Example: Sentence: ...

Revise homophones 2 - worksheet from EdPlace
www.edplace.com/worksheet_preview.php?eId=1193
... correct homophone to complete sentences ... contains sentences where the writer
has chosen the wrong homophone. You need to correct the homophone ...

working w/words
www.cherylcoxedu.com/product/Reading/HomophoneMultipleMeaning.htm
... the opportunity to practice using the correct homophone in a sentence. ... same
game as Set A but with different homophones and sentences. SET B contains 36 ...
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